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Overview

Interoperability Aspects

Polycom is strongly committed to standards and to industry
interoperability, and has established telepresence interoperability
with vendors who support the standard H.323 and SIP protocols.1
Polycom is also adding support for Telepresence Interoperability
Protocol (TIP) to Polycom’s telepresence solutions in order to
natively interoperate with Cisco TelePresence. Because Polycom is
adding TIP to its current full set of industry-standard SIP and H.323
protocols, this enhancement will protect customer investments in
telepresence technology, will allow more telepresence systems in the
field to interconnect, and will result in greater use of telepresence.
Polycom® HDX® endpoints and Polycom RMX® multimedia
platforms already have verified, standards-based interoperability
with the Cisco® Unified Communications Manager (CUCM) audio
and single-screen video clients. As we move from single-screen
video communications to multiscreen telepresence, Polycom is
committed to, and is well-positioned to, provide full interoperability
with Cisco TelePresence solutions via the TIP protocol.
Polycom’s development team is presently completing
interoperability and user experience integration in cooperation
with Cisco’s engineering teams. TIP-based interoperability will
be supported in Polycom immersive telepresence (ITP) systems,
video conferencing endpoints (HDX), and multimedia platforms
(RMX). Direct (point-to-point) calls will be supported to and from
Cisco TelePresence System (CTS) 1000 and 3000 series. Highquality, multi-screen multipoint calls will be equally possible using
the Polycom RMX multimedia platforms, the Cisco TelePresence®
Multipoint Switch (CTMS), or the Cisco TelePresence Server.2

Telepresence Interoperability Protocol (TIP)
TIP is a proprietary protocol created by Cisco for deployment in
Cisco TelePresence systems (CTS). Since TIP is not compatible
with standard video communication systems, interoperability
between Cisco and other vendors’ telepresence systems was
initially impossible. Later, gateways were developed to provide some
level of interoperability but the quality in multivendor configurations
remained low. Gateways add latency (delay) to the connection,
which decreases interactivity. Gateways also reformat video and
audio content, which results in lower video quality. Polycom’s
approach is to support TIP natively throughout our solution, in
order to provide the best possible telepresence experience when
interoperating with CTS equipment.
On September 28, 2010, Cisco transferred TIP ownership to
the International Multimedia Telecommunications Consortium
(IMTC), where it is now managed by the TIP Activity Group. TIP
itself has not changed as a direct result of this, and diminishing
effort is expected to be spent on it going forward. Instead, Cisco
has joined Polycom, HP, LifeSize, and others in the IETF CLUE
Working Group, to develop a versatile multiple-stream standard for
telepresence interoperability. TIP just provides interoperability with
CTS equipment; it does not have the features that are needed for
Unified Communications.
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TIP versions 6 and 7 are available through IMTC. TIP version 7 will
be implemented in Polycom telepresence solutions, including the
following:
• P
 olycom HDX endpoints (HDX 9006, HDX 8000 HD, and
HDX 7000 HD)
• Polycom immersive telepresence (ITP) systems, such as
Polycom Open Telepresence Experience™ High Definition 300
(OTX™ 300) system
• Polycom RealPresence™ Experience (RPX™) systems (RPX
200, RPX 400)
• Polycom RMX® media platforms (RMX 2000 and RMX 4000)
The Polycom approach to telepresence interoperability will be
focused on maximizing choice for the customer. Unlike CTS
systems, which will only be able to communicate with thirdparty systems via a gateway, TIP compatibility will be offered on
Polycom systems in addition to the currently supported H.323,
SIP, and H.320/ISDN protocols, and thereby continue to ensure
interoperability with standards-based systems from multiple
vendors.
HDX and ITP systems will natively support TIP but will not mix
Cisco TIP and H.323/SIP/ISDN calls when using the internal
multipoint function. Protocol selection within these endpoints will
be possible on a call-by-call basis, but not port-by-port. However,
Polycom RMX platforms will be able to transparently interconnect
endpoints using H.323, SIP, and TIP, including Cisco TelePresence,
Polycom HDX, ITP, and compatible systems from other vendors,
into full multipoint conferences—an important step in the evolution
of a true Universal Bridge within the Polycom UC Intelligent Core™
infrastructure.
With TIP support on the Polycom RMX platforms, customers can
leverage existing Polycom endpoints and infrastructure as well.
Customers can quickly deploy multivendor interoperability without
needing to upgrade those multivendor endpoints to support TIP.
Those customers who have already deployed Cisco TelePresence
now have expanded options with TIP supported operation from
Polycom.
As part of the effort to ensure the best possible experience when
connecting Polycom products to Cisco TelePresence solutions,
and because the Cisco solutions have not enabled the more widely
deployed H.264 profiles and HD audio codecs the rest of the
industry has adopted, Polycom will be adding support for H.264
Main Profile to the already-supported H.264 Baseline and High
Profiles.3 For best audio interoperability, Polycom will also be adding
support for the high-quality AAC-LD audio codec to its extensive
list of high-quality audio codecs that most prominently includes
Polycom Siren™ 22 technology. This will guarantee optimum quality
between telepresence systems.

1 “Polycom, Internet2, OARnet Provide First Public Multi-Vendor Telepresence Interoperability Demonstration Reinforcing Importance of Industry Standards” http://www.polycom.
com/company/news_room/press_releases/2009/20091007.html
2 This includes CiscoTelepresence Server MSE 8710 and the CiscoTelepresence Server 7010
3 H.264 profiles are described in the Polycom white paper “H.264 High Profile: The Next Big Thing in Visual Communications” http://www.polycom.com/global/documents/
whitepapers/h264_high_profile_wp.pdf
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Point-to-Point User Experience
This chapter describes the user experience when two telepresence
systems connect directly, that is, in a point-to-point call. The main
challenge is the mapping of the images among systems with one,
two, three, and four screens (and cameras, respectively). The
Polycom HDX and CTS 1000 series are single-screen systems.
The Polycom RPX 200 solution is a two-screen system. Polycom
OTX 300 and CTS 3000 series are three-screen systems. The
Polycom RPX 400 solution is a four-screen system.

HDX Operation with CTS 1000
Similar to the previous scenario, the TIP connection will have a
single video channel (1080p/30 or 720p/30), single mono audio
channel, and content capability (video and audio).
The image from the HDX will be displayed on the CTS 1000
screen, while the image from the CTS 1000 system will be
displayed on the HDX screen. While the cameras on the CTS
system are fixed, the HDX camera is controlled locally, and should
be configured so that the participants fill the full screen.
The HDX system will send a single audio channel to the CTS 1000
solution and receive a single audio channel from the CTS 1000
solution.

HDX

Figure 1: Point-to-point call

HDX Single-screen/ Single-camera Solutions
HDX Operation with CTS 3000
The TIP connection will have a single video channel (1080p/30 or
720p/30), single mono audio channel, and content capability (video
and audio).

CTS 1000

The CTS 3000 system switches the video segment based on the active
speaker. That is, when the user(s) of the HDX solution are speaking, the
image of the HDX will be displayed on the middle screen, while the left
and right screens of CTS 3000 system will remain dark.
While the cameras on the CTS system are fixed, the HDX camera is
controlled locally, and should be configured so that the participants
fill the full screen.
HDX will send a single audio channel. The three audio channels
coming from the CTS 3000 will be mixed at the HDX for play-out.

HDX

Figure 3: Video layouts: HDX with CTS 1000

OTX 300
OTX 300 Operation with CTS 3000
The TIP connection will have three video channels (1080p/30 or
720p/30), three audio channels, and content capability (video and
audio). The two microphones on the OTX provide stereo audio
input and are mapped to the three TIP required audio streams to
provide directional audio.
Since both the OTX 300 and CTS 3000 solutions have similar
configurations, full immersive experience can be guaranteed in this
scenario.

CTS 3000

Figure 2: Video layouts: HDX with CTS 3000
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is located, and transmit the associated video stream to the CTS
solution. The segment switched video stream from the CTS 3000
system will be displayed on the right screen of the RPX 200.

OTX 300

RPX 200

CTS 3000

CTS 3000

Figure 4: Video layouts: OTX 300 with CTS 3000

OTX 300 Operation with CTS 1000
The TIP connection will have a single video channel (1080p/30 or
720p/30), three audio channels, and content capability (video and
audio). The OTX switches the active video stream to capture the
current speaker. The two microphones on the OTX provide stereo
audio input and are mapped to the three TIP audio streams.

OTX 300

Figure 6: Video layouts: RPX 200 with CTS 3000

RPX 200 Operation with CTS 1000
The TIP connection will have a single video channel (720p/30),
single audio channel, and will have content capability (both video
and audio).
The RPX system captures video in 4:3 screen ratio and will scale
it to 16:9 ratio before sending it to the CTS 1000 system. The
maximum resolution is therefore 720p/30. The RPX will also scale
the video received from a CTS 1000 system from 16:9 to 4:3 ratio
before displaying it.
The RPX system will detect where in the room the active speaker
is located, and transmit the associated video stream to the CTS
system. The CTS 1000 video will be displayed on the right screen
of the RPX 200 system.

CTS 1000

RPX 200

Figure 5: Video layouts: OTX 300 with CTS 1000

RPX 200
CTS 1000

RPX 200 Operation with CTS 3000
The RPX system will send a single video stream to the CTS 3000
system, but will select the active speaker to be sent over that
stream. The connection will have a single video channel (720p/30),
single audio channel, and will have content capability (both video
and audio). The RPX system captures video in a 4:3 screen ratio
and will scale it to 16:9 ratio before sending it to the CTS 3000
system. The maximum resolution is therefore 720p/30. The RPX
system will also scale the video received from the CTS 3000
system from 16:9 to 4:3 ratio before displaying it.

Figure 7: Video layouts: RPX 200 with CTS 1000

The RPX system will detect where in the room the active speaker
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RPX 400

RPX 400

RPX 400 Operation with CTS 3000
The connection between an RPX 400 system and a CTS 3000
system will have three video channels (720p/30), three audio
channels, and will also have content capability (both video and
audio).
The RPX system captures video in 4:3 screen ratio and will scale
it to 16:9 ratio before sending it to the CTS 3000 system. The
maximum resolution is therefore 720p/30. The RPX system will
also scale the video received from CTS 3000 system from 16:9 to
4:3 ratio before displaying it.
The two microphones in the RPX 400 room provide stereo audio
input and are mapped to the three audio streams for TIP to provide
directional audio. Since TIP is limited to supporting only 3 screens
and 3 cameras, only the three right screens and cameras of the
RPX system are used. The interoperability experience here is
similar to the interoperability experience between the RPX 400 and
OTX 300 solutions.

RPX 400

CTS 1000

Figure 9: Video layouts: RPX 400 with CTS 1000

Multipoint User Experience
This chapter describes the user experience when three or more
telepresence endpoints connect through a conferencing server
or bridge—that is, in a multipoint call. The experience differs,
depending on the conferencing server used.

RMX Media Platform
The following describes the video and audio experience during
multipoint calls via the Polycom RMX platform. Figure 10 depicts
the configuration.

CTS 3000

Figure 10: Multipoint call through the RMX media platform

Figure 8: Video layouts: RPX 400 with CTS 3000

RPX 400 Operation with CTS 1000

Video Layouts

The TIP connection will have a single video channel (720p/30),
three audio channels, and content capability (video and audio).

Generally, there are two modes in multipoint calls: Polycom
immersive experience (Room Continuous Presence) and VoiceActivated Room Switching (VARS).

The RPX system captures video in 4:3 screen ratio and will scale
it to 16:9 ratio before sending it to the CTS 1000. The maximum
resolution is therefore 720p/30. The RPX system will also scale
the video received from the CTS 1000 system from 16:9 to 4:3
ratio before displaying it.
The RPX 400 system will use the right three cameras and send the
segment with the active speaker to the CTS 1000 system. The two
microphones in the RPX 400 room provide stereo audio input and
are mapped to the three audio streams that TIP requires. The CTS
1000 video will be displayed on the main monitor in the RPX room.

Polycom Immersive Experience (Room Continuous Presence)
When this mode is used, the multipoint view is automatically
generated either to follow the general principles of Polycom
immersive telepresence multipoint (that is, all participants are
“present” during a multipoint conference) or to fit a custom-set view
configured by the conference administrator to accommodate the
sites in a particular conference.
The Polycom Multipoint Layout Application (MLA) will manage
the video layout for the CTS endpoints as it does for Polycom ITP
solutions today. The CTS 1000 single-screen system, therefore, will
see the same video layout as an HDX single-screen endpoint, while
a CTS 3000 system with 3 screens will see the same video layout
as the OTX 300 (3-screen) system.
6
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Destination
HDX/CTS1000

HDX/CTS1000

Source

OTX/CTS3000

RPX200

OTX/CTS3000
Full screen center; left and right

Full screen

blank

Top third of the screen; bottom
two thirds blank

Special 1X2 layout with 4:3

Center and left full screens; top

ratio; black strip on top and

and bottom of room cropped;

bottom

right screen blank

Left half of RPX400 on top;
RPX400

3 full screens

right half on bottom; top and
bottom of room cropped

RPX200

Full screen right; left blank

RPX400
Full screen center right; other
3 blank

4 people on right screen; 2

Right three full screens; left

people on left screen

blank

2 full screens

Center two full screens; right
and left blank

Centered across all 3 screens;
2 people left screen; 4 people
center screen; 2 people right

Centered; top and bottom blank

4 full screens

screen

Table 1: Video experience as seen when a source is being seen by a destination

Voice-Activated Room Switching (VARS)
VARS is different from the Room Continuous Presence mode in
that the speaker’s site is the only site seen by others. The view of
the speaker’s site is sized to be as large as possible on all of the
other participants’ displays. The current speaker sees the previous
speaker’s site (that is, the speaker’s layout remains unchanged).
The table below describes the video experience as seen when a
source (a room where the speaker is located) is being seen by a
destination (a room that views the speaker’s room).

Audio Handling
The audio setup is different between CTS rooms and Polycom
ITP rooms. Polycom rooms use between two and four ceiling
microphone arrays to provide a stereo audio stream. CTS systems
use 3 mono microphones to provide the three TIP audio streams.
To accommodate for this, the RMX system will mix audio from all
endpoints and send the conference audio mix to the CTS endpoint
to be played out in all 3 speakers in the room.

Cisco TelePresence Multipoint Switch (CTMS)
HDX and ITP rooms can connect to CTMS systems using TIP
signaling. The meeting can either be ad-hoc (dial-out from the
CTMS solution) or static (call a predefined dial-in number). Both
segment- and room switching are supported, based on the CTMS
configuration.

In the Figure 11 example, the Polycom TIP-enabled endpoint or ITP
is registered with Cisco Unified Communication Manager (CUCM).
Like RMX, CTMS supports CTS systems directly. Unlike RMX,
however, CTMS requires a separate gateway to connect to any
other telepresence system. The disadvantages of adding a gateway
to the configuration were already addressed earlier in this paper.
In contrast, the RMX media platform connects Cisco telepresence
systems with Polycom and other vendors’ telepresence systems
and endpoints, as well as video-enabled phones, soft clients,
and even audio-only endpoints like speakerphones and VoIP
telephones. This is how RMX has evolved to become a Universal
Bridge, a key element of the Intelligent Core.
The RMX media platform offers more flexibility and choices both
in terms of type of supported systems and in terms of supported
layouts on multipoint calls. For example, CTMS only supports the
1-screen and 3-screen configurations that are sold by Cisco, while
Polycom RMX supports 1-, 2-, 3-, or 4- screen systems. Another
example is that CTMS supports only room/segment video switching
(in CTS systems) compared to full Continuous Presence support
with ITP layouts in the RMX media platform.
Architecturally, CTMS is a closed platform. It has limited
calendaring and reporting APIs, and those require a special
license to use. In contrast, the RMX media platform provides open
feature-rich APIs that allow seamless integration with calendaring,
reporting, and other applications from multiple vendors.

Cisco Telepresence Server
HDX and ITP rooms can connect to the Cisco Telepresence Server
using TIP signaling. Ad-hoc (as invitee) and static meetings are
supported. Note that an HDX and ITP room can connect to the
Cisco Telepresence Server using H.323 instead of TIP; however,
the user experience is more limited.
Figure 11: Multipoint call through CTMS
7
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maximum resolution of HD 720p – compared to HD 1080p supported
in the RMX media platform. Audio quality to Polycom systems is limited
to G.722.1 Annex C (14kHz) while the RMX media platform supports
Siren 22 (22kHz) audio to Polycom ITP systems.

Content Sharing
Content Collaboration
Figure 12: Multipoint call through Cisco Telepresence Server

Similar to the previous example, the Polycom TIP-enabled endpoint
or ITP in this configuration is registered with Cisco Unified
Communication Manager (CUCM).
Because of its heritage as the former Tandberg Telepresence Server,
Cisco Telepresence Server provides native support for Polycom
telepresence systems and endpoints, as well as other standards-based
(H.323 and SIP) systems. However, Cisco Telepresence Server 7010 is
very limited in terms of scalability; it supports a maximum of 9 screens,
which is sufficient for 3 systems with 3 screens each but not sufficient
for a multipoint call of 4-screens systems such as RPX 400. This leads
to the need to use Cisco Telepresence Server MSE 8710, which is a
blade in the expensive MSE 8000 chassis. Through an upgrade, the
blade version can support a maximum of 16 screens, which is equivalent
to 5 telepresence rooms with 3 screens each, or 4 RPX 400 rooms.
Video quality is also limited in the Cisco Telepresence Server, with a

Polycom ITP and HDX will be able to display content video coming from
the far endpoint in the video content display (second monitor), as is done
today for H.239. Content audio will be played on HDX speakers and
mixed with people audio.
Polycom ITP and HDX share content via the VGA cable connection.
Content quality will be limited to the TIP low frame rate (5fps) and
resolution (1024x768 pixels). High frame rate or high resolution content
which HDX supports in other scenarios will not be available with TIP.

Collaboration via WebEx
Polycom ITP and HDX will not be able to participate directly with WebEx
conferences. To send WebEx content from the HDX side, connect to
WebEx from your laptop, and then use the HDX VGA content cable to
share your laptop screen with the remote site.
Polycom ITP and HDX will be able to display WebEx video coming from
the far side as content (second monitor), as it is done for H.239
today. Content audio will be played on HDX speakers and mixed
with people audio.

Figure 13: Intra-company telepresence interoperability using Cisco infrastructure
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Deployment Examples
This section includes examples of deployments featuring a mix of
Polycom and Cisco components. The support of TIP in the Polycom
solution allows for new ways of mixing and matching systems in
diverse customer environments.

Intra-company with Cisco Infrastructure
Within an enterprise with a mixture of telepresence equipment,
the HDX and ITP systems are able to directly connect to CTS
endpoints. HDX and ITP systems will continue to support H.323,
SIP, and ISDN connectivity in addition to the native TIP support.
Internal multipoint with CTS will not be supported.
All telepresence systems (HDX, OTX, and RPX solutions) in figure
13 are registered with CUCM (yellow signaling lines). If a multipoint
call is setup among these systems, the media streams (in TIP
format) all go through the CTMS.
H.323 endpoints can join only through the CUVC gateway, with all
disadvantages of a gateway call, discussed above.

Intra-company with Polycom Infrastructure
Let’s look at the scenario where two enterprises merge: one has
a Polycom Telepresence solution, including HDX, ITP, RMX and
CMA solutions, while the other has Cisco TelePresence and Cisco
Unified Communication Manager (CUCM). A SIP trunk can be
configured between CUCM and RMX so that the signaling flows
across. The TIP support in RMX makes it possible to send and
receive audio and video to and from CTS endpoints.

Polycom HDX, RPX, TPX, ATX, and OTX (as well as Polycom VVX®
1500) solutions in figure 14 are registered with the Polycom CMA
5000 solutions through H.323. During a multipoint call, they send
and receive media to and from the RMX platform using openstandard media formats (rather than TIP). Other Polycom video
endpoints can join the call by calling into the RMX platform using,
for example, SIP or H.323 signaling, even H.320.
As mentioned above, the RMX platform can be configured to
interface to CUCM via a SIP trunk. Since the CTS is already
registered with CUCM, it can now join the multipoint call on
RMX. The signaling will go through the CUCM solution to the
RMX platform (yellow lines) while the media (in TIP format) will
go directly between the CTS and RMX systems. Since the RMX
system will support TIP, the CTS system will be a regular participant
in the multipoint conference. The experience is described in the
Multipoint user Experience chapter, above.

Inter-company via Service Provider with Cisco
Infrastructure
In this example, participants from two or more companies can
connect with a telepresence call: point-to-point or multipoint. A
service provider is typically needed to set up the connections, to
provide administrative services (coordination, resource allocation,
scheduling), and to assure network connectivity between
companies. In the example below (Figure 15), the service provider
is using a CTMS chassis for the multipoint conference.

Figure 14: Intra-company telepresence interoperability with Polycom infrastructure
9
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Figure 15: Inter-company telepresence interoperability via service provider with Cisco infrastructure

Company A in figure 15 has a Polycom OTX telepresence system
and HDX endpoints, all enabled for full TIP compatibility as well
as SIP and H.323. Company B has TIP-only CTS 3000 and CTS
1000 systems. The service provider sits in the middle and both
companies can access the telepresence exchange through session
border controllers such as the Cisco 1006. While SBC systems
perform multiple functions, the most important is traversing
company firewalls. SBCs then proxy the signaling coming from
the telepresence systems to a CUCM, while “proxying” the media
streams (in TIP format) to the CTMS. If necessary, a CUVC
gateway can also be used, but of course with all the disadvantages
discussed above. Since all telepresence systems are TIP-enabled,
CTMS systems can connect them easily in a multipoint call.
Note that TIP-interoperability is only one prerequisite for this
scenario. A lack of assured Quality of Service (QoS) between
companies and service providers can impact the user experience,
while firewalls may continue to create problems even if SBCs are
deployed.

Inter-company via Service Provider with Polycom
Infrastructure at One of the Companies
In the example (Figure 16), company A has a Polycom solution
including HDX endpoints, ITP rooms, a CTS 3000 system, an RMX
media platform, and the CMA management application. Another
company (B) has CTS 3000 and CTS 1000 endpoints. Both
companies connect to a B2B telepresence exchange via session
border controllers (SBCs).
The CTS 3000 and CTS 1000 endpoints at company B can
connect over the CUCM at the B2B Exchange to the CUCM at
Company A, and then reach the CTS 3000 system at company
A for point-to-point communication. Following the same path, the
CTS endpoints at company B can connect to the TIP-enabled
RMX media platform in company A, and participate in multipoint
telepresence calls with all Polycom systems at company A.

10
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Figure 16: Inter-company telepresence interoperability via service provider with Polycom infrastructure at one company (company A)

Upgrading Procedure

Availability

Endpoints

TIP functionality will be deployed in two phases.

HDX room systems require only a software upgrade to support TIP.4

ITP
ITP rooms will require a Polycom Touch Control in addition to
a software upgrade in order to support TIP. The Polycom Touch
Control graphical user interface solution enables users to quickly
initiate video conferences, free from complicated interfaces.
In addition, since ITP rooms currently support stereo audio
(2-channels), these rooms will need to have the audio inputs
calibrated, so that the TIP-required 3 audio streams can be
supported. ITP endpoint upgrades therefore require a trained
technician and a site visit.

Phase 1 (mid 2011) will support direct (point-to-point) calls
between Polycom HDX and ITP systems, and Cisco TelePresence
Systems. Polycom HDX and ITP systems will be able to participate
in multipoint calls via CTMS and the Cisco Telepresence Server.
Phase 2 (2H2011) will add TIP support of multipoint calls to the
RMX media platform, allowing TIP endpoints from all vendors,
including Polycom HDX and ITP as well as CTS, to connect to the
RMX platform in addition to all current protocols.

Infrastructure
Native TIP interoperability will be available through a software
upgrade of RMX 2000/4000 platforms with MPMx modules. The
MLA application will be used with the RMX platforms to enable
conferencing of Polycom ITP rooms with 2 or 4 screens (RPX 200
and RPX 400 systems) and CTS endpoints that have 3 screens.

4 Native TIP interoperability is only available on HDX 9006, HDX 8000 HD HDX 7000 HD, OTX 306, and RPX 200/400 v2.0.
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Conclusion

About the Authors

Polycom has a clear vision of unified communications
interoperability, which includes partner interoperability with Cisco.
TIP support will allow organizations using Polycom telepresence to
connect to organizations using Cisco telepresence, which will make
telepresence more useful in day-to-day business communications,
and increase adoption.

This white paper is the product of joint research and work
conducted by Stefan Karapetkov, Robert Williamson, Eran
Decker and Grace Hu-Morley. Many thanks to Jeff Rodman,
Roger Farnsworth, and Stephen Botzko for their valuable review
comments.

Most importantly, this move will protect customer investments
in telepresence technology, and establish Polycom as the right
choice for telepresence technology in the marketplace. Polycom
will continue to both enhance existing solutions and create new
ones to realize this vision. The evolution of new standards will
enable greater interoperability and integration, but will take some
time to fully evolve, so Polycom will work with key companies to
create integrations with the most important solutions. The ultimate
result will be a more productive and rewarding communications
experience for the user.
Polycom is listening to the market, and users of non-standard
telepresence systems have told us they are challenged by being
locked into closed platforms that limit their ability to communicate
with colleagues, partners, and customers using other platforms.
Users of these systems are also feeling constrained at their inability
to integrate their systems into multivendor UC environments.
Polycom is overcoming these limitations by extending our traditional
open-standard support to include non-standard telepresence
protocols across our entire line of HD video and telepresence
systems and the Polycom UC Intelligent Core™ infrastructure
platform. The Polycom UC Intelligent Core uniquely enables
customers to connect using any UC device they choose, regardless
of platform, and gives those who are in non-standard telepresence
environments the a path to natively integrate with the major UC
environments.

Disclaimer
This document contains information about products under
development at Polycom. The information contained in this
presentation is Polycom Confidential. Customers and Partners must
sign a Non-Disclosure Agreement before viewing this information.
Information in this document is subject to change without notice.
It is intended to outline our general product direction and it should
not be relied on in making a purchasing decision.
Polycom’s application of U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles (GAAP) requires disclosure that availability of these
features and/or products is subject to change or cancellation.

Polycom interoperability with non-standard telepresence systems
will drive seamless collaboration between the hundreds of millions
of users of open standards-based Telepresence, voice, and video
conferencing systems worldwide, and users of Cisco TelePresence.
No costly and complex infrastructure workarounds, no technical
support, no sub-standard picture performance. Just easy, reliable,
forget-you’re-not-in-the-same-room communications.
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